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From: maureenfulcrum@gmail.com on behalf of Maureen Robinson [mrobi069@uottawa.cal
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2007 10:30 PM

To: Deansci

Subject: Re: do you need a job

Hello,
That's an interesting question.. I don't "need" it per se, but I find certain jobs fultilling enough to justifu
the etfort.
Why do you ask?

I was also planning on emailing you tonight, strangely enough, for three reasons.

One: Have you seen this new report on the status of French at the U of O?
hsplueb5.uottawa.ca/vision20 I 0/consultation/documen${elumgLE!&Ldf
It's very interesting, many valid points made. Though I question the wisdom of suggesting the university
rectiry the linguistic balance by simply enrolling more Francophones... my understanding was that there
just weren't enough Francophone applicants. Also interesting is that one of the authors, student
Columbia Washington, was disqualified from the SFUO elections last year for failing his bilingual
proficiency test...

Two: Your colleague wrote a letter in the Fulcrum's frosh issue calling out to all students to 'Join the
activists". hllp_/lw_ryya.lhgfulc.run,.qdjod_q/-l I . I have a personal gudge with his continual
condescension to us non-activist students as mindless cogs partaking in "regurgitation on command, no
say in content or methods, carrot and stick grading." Talk about generalization.

Three: Thank you for passing on "A clear-eyed vision of Quebec", which was an engaging read. I
disagree though on the recommendation to lift the tuition-free freeze, at least not in the context of a
clear-eyed vision for future prosperity in Quebec. The manuscript lists "freedom" as a key goal, but
when you push people into debt, they lose freedom--freedom to chose how to live, what to buy, where to
work, how many children to have. Lifting the freeze would effectively leave Quebec in a higher tuition
bracket like Ontario, which also has a "student loan repayment plan that is proportional to income." Is
this supposed to be a good thing'l lt just means that poorer graduates are indebted for longer and pay
higher interest over the long run. And if Asian manufacturing has crippled the Quebec economy, I
wonder if the authors have considered the effect of burdening young homemakers with 5400-
1000/month loan repayments (money which would otherwise go to dishwashers, cars, electronics,
mortgages, etc). I would think that a "clear-eyed vision of Quebec" would not advocate decreased
accessibility (a sure consequence of higher tuition) to rural Quebeckers, either. How would low-income,
large farming families obtain education at $5,500 a head plus living expenses? But then that gets us back
to "freedom", since poor and uneducated people also have limited freedom.

That's just my opinion, of course. As an adminstrator, you probably disagree. Tuition fees are the
lifbblood of universities, for the most part. I just don't see how fee hikes gel with the overall scope of
freedom and prosperity, except to hinder it.

Have a good night :-)
-Maureen
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On 8/30/07, DEANSCI <deansci(il)uottawa.ca> wrote:

Bonjour Maureen.

Do you need p-t work this year ?

And16

Andr6 E. Lalonde

Doyen Dean

Facult6 des sciences Faculty of Science

dpYen s-c-i @u-o. ltawa.ca d ea nscr@qq$a.wa= ca

61 3-562-5985
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